
SATURDAY NINERS - TEAM REGISTRATION 

FOR SEASON 2020 - 2021 

Cheques to be made out to ‘Saturday Niners Curling Club’ 

 

Skips are requested to submit their teams’ fees using this form and submit to Treasurer (Rick) NLT:___.   

Team Submission.  This year’s league rental fees for 4 sheets, 8 teams and 20 games is total $6069.  ~$760 per team.  

Individual team member fees will be subject to how many members each team has and how the skip wants to apportion their 

cost.  The $760 per team is rounded up to $800 to replenish our bank account. 

Individual Affiliation.  There remains an individual member affiliation fee of $10 for Curling Canada (CCA), $2, and for Curl 

Manitoba, $8.  The $10 affiliation fee(s) will be invoiced and collected separately from individuals at a later date based on 

an invoice from the Deer Lodge Club which will allow for players who are members of multiple leagues at Deer Lodge, 

precluding multiple affiliation fee payments. 

POSITION Last First Amount 
Paid 
[$] 

Method 
Indicate: 

Cash, Cheque 

Skip     

Third     

Second     

Lead     

Fifth     

Other     

Other     

  Total: $800  As long as we get this total 

This rate is based on 8 teams.  An odd number of teams will reduce the team fee but also include scheduled byes. 

Locker rental fees are an additional separate and individual cost
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TEAM DEMOGRAPHICS AND AFFILIATION FEE(S) /  NINERS ROSTER UPDATE 

 

AFFILIATION FEES.  Curl Manitoba requires an annual submission of some loose demographics to 

track how the sport is blossoming or declining.  Further; $10 of affiliation fee(s) will be invoiced and 

collected separately from individual players (less irregular ‘spares’) at a later date based on an invoice 

from the Deer Lodge Curling Club which will allow for players who are members of multiple leagues at 

Deer Lodge to avoid duplicate affiliation fee payments. 

ROSTER UPDATE.  Skips, please also update our roster with your team members below.   

   For Curl Mb Demographics For League Roster 
(Limited distribution) 

Pos’n Last       ,    First 
PRINT and sign 

YOB 
 

Lang 
E / F 

Postal 
Code 

Phone(s)  (optional) 
e-mail   (optional) 

Skip       

Third       

Second       

Lead       

Other       

Other       

**YOB  Year of Birth (used to calculate your age range in 5 categories for Curl Mb.  If not comfortable sharing then see Rick)  

Finally; Please have your team members read the club liability and indemnity literature and sign name 

over their printed name as having read.  DONE! 


